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Monday, March 15, 2021
Joe the Client

210 Street
San Antonio, Texas 78209

Dear Joe the Client,

We have enclosed the report for the property inspection we conducted for you on Monday, March 15, 2021 
at:

210 Street
San Antonio, Texas 78209

Our report is designed to be clear, easy to understand, and helpful. Please take the time to review it 
carefully. If there is anything you would like us to explain, or if there is other information you would like, 
please feel free to call us. We would be happy to answer any questions you may have.

We thank you for the opportunity to be of service to you.

Sincerely,

Inspector, Kyle D. Scott
Ensure Home Inspections
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Promulgated by the Texas Real Estate Commission (TREC) P.O. Box 12188, Austin, TX 78711-2188              (512) 936-3000
(http://www.trec.texas.gov).
REI 7-5 (5/4/2015)

PROPERTY INSPECTION REPORT

Prepared For:   Joe the Client

Concerning:     210 Street San Antonio, Texas 78209

By:                    Kyle D. Scott TREC 23813                                                        Monday, March 15, 2021

PURPOSE, LIMITATIONS AND INSPECTOR / CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES
This property inspection report may include an inspection agreement (contract), addenda, and other information related to 
property conditions. If any item or comment is unclear, you should ask the inspector to clarify the findings. It is important that 
you carefully read ALL of this information.

This inspection is subject to the rules (�Rules�) of the Texas Real Estate Commission (�TREC�), which can be found at 
www.trec.texas.gov.

The TREC Standards of Practice (Sections 535.227-535.233 of the Rules) are the minimum standards for inspections by 
TREC- licensed inspectors. An inspection addresses only those components and conditions that are present, visible, and 
accessible at the time of the inspection. While there may be other parts, components or systems present, only those items 
specifically noted as being inspected were inspected. The inspector is NOT required to turn on decommissioned equipment, 
systems, utility services or apply an open flame or light a pilot to operate any appliance. The inspector is NOT required to climb 
over obstacles, move furnishings or stored items. The inspection report may address issues that are code-based or may refer to a 
particular code; however, this is NOT a code compliance inspection and does NOT verify compliance with manufacturer�s 
installation instructions. The inspection does NOT imply insurability or warrantability of the structure or its components. 
Although some safety issues may be addressed in this report, this inspection is NOT a safety/code inspection, and the inspector 
is NOT required to identify all potential hazards.

In this report, the inspector shall indicate, by checking the appropriate boxes on the form, whether each item was inspected, not 
inspected, not present or deficient and explain the findings in the corresponding section in the body of the report form. The 
inspector must check the Deficient (D) box if a condition exists that adversely and materially affects the performance of a 
system or component or constitutes a hazard to life, limb or property as specified by the TREC Standards of Practice. General 
deficiencies include inoperability, material distress, water penetration, damage, deterioration, missing components, and 
unsuitable installation. Comments may be provided by the inspector whether or not an item is deemed deficient. The inspector is 
not required to prioritize or emphasize the importance of one deficiency over another.

Some items reported may be considered life-safety upgrades to the property. For more information, refer to Texas Real Estate 
Consumer Notice Concerning Recognized Hazards or Deficiencies below.

THIS PROPERTY INSPECTION IS NOT A TECHNICALLY EXHAUSTIVE INSPECTION OF THE STRUCTURE, 
SYSTEMS OR COMPONENTS. The inspection may not reveal all deficiencies. A real estate inspection helps to reduce some of 
the risk involved in purchasing a home, but it cannot eliminate these risks, nor can the inspection anticipate future events or 
changes in performance due to changes in use or occupancy. It is recommended that you obtain as much information as is 
available about this property, including any seller�s disclosures, previous inspection reports, engineering reports, 
building/remodeling permits, and reports performed for or by relocation companies, municipal inspection departments, lenders, 
insurers, and appraisers. You should also attempt to determine whether repairs, renovation, remodeling, additions, or other such 
activities have taken place at this property. It is not the inspector�s responsibility to confirm that information obtained from these 
sources is complete or accurate or that this inspection is consistent with the opinions expressed in previous or future reports.

ITEMS IDENTIFIED IN THE REPORT DO NOT OBLIGATE ANY PARTY TO MAKE REPAIRS OR TAKE OTHER 
ACTIONS, NOR IS THE PURCHASER REQUIRED TO REQUEST THAT THE SELLER TAKE ANY ACTION. When a 
deficiency is reported, it is the client�s responsibility to obtain further evaluations and/or cost estimates from qualified service 
professionals. Any such follow-up should take place prior to the expiration of any time limitations such as option periods.

http://www.trec.texas.gov
http://www.trec.texas.gov
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Evaluations by qualified tradesmen may lead to the discovery of additional deficiencies which may involve additional repair 
costs. Failure to address deficiencies or comments noted in this report may lead to further damage of the structure or systems and 
add to the original repair costs. The inspector is not required to provide follow-up services to verify that proper repairs have 
been made.

Property conditions change with time and use. For example, mechanical devices can fail at any time, plumbing gaskets and seals 
may crack if the appliance or plumbing fixture is not used often, roof leaks can occur at any time regardless of the apparent 
condition of the roof, and the performance of the structure and the systems may change due to changes in use or occupancy, 
effects of weather, etc. These changes or repairs made to the structure after the inspection may render information contained 
herein obsolete or invalid. This report is provided for the specific benefit of the client named above and is based on observations 
at the time of the inspection. If you did not hire the inspector yourself, reliance on this report may provide incomplete or 
outdated information. Repairs, professional opinions or additional inspection reports may affect the meaning of the information 
in this report. It is recommended that you hire a licensed inspector to perform an inspection to meet your specific needs and to 
provide you with current information concerning this property.

TEXAS REAL ESTATE CONSUMER NOTICE CONCERNING HAZARDS OR DEFICIENCIES

Each year, Texans sustain property damage and are injured by accidents in the home. While some accidents may not be 
avoidable, many other accidents, injuries, and deaths may be avoided through the identification and repair of certain hazardous 
conditions. Examples of such hazards include:
• malfunctioning, improperly installed, or missing ground fault circuit protection (GFCI) devices for electrical receptacles in 
garages, bathrooms, kitchens, and exterior areas;
• malfunctioning arc fault protection (AFCI) devices;
• ordinary glass in locations where modern construction techniques call for safety glass;
• malfunctioning or lack of fire safety features such as smoke alarms, fire-rated doors in certain locations, and functional 
emergency escape and rescue openings in bedrooms;
• malfunctioning carbon monoxide alarms;
• excessive spacing between balusters on stairways and porches;
• improperly installed appliances;
• improperly installed or defective safety devices;
• lack of electrical bonding and grounding; and
• lack of bonding on gas piping, including corrugated stainless steel tubing (CSST)

To ensure that consumers are informed of hazards such as these, the Texas Real Estate Commission (TREC) has adopted 
Standards of Practice requiring licensed inspectors to report these conditions as �Deficient� when performing an inspection for a 
buyer or seller, if they can be reasonably determined.

These conditions may not have violated building codes or common practices at the time of the construction of the home, or they 
may have been �grandfathered� because they were present prior to the adoption of codes prohibiting such conditions. While the 
TREC Standards of Practice do not require inspectors to perform a code compliance inspection, TREC considers the potential 
for injury or property loss from the hazards addressed in the Standards of Practice to be significant enough to warrant this notice.

Contract forms developed by TREC for use by its real estate licensees also inform the buyer of the right to have the home 
inspected and can provide an option clause permitting the buyer to terminate the contract within a specified time. Neither the 
Standards of Practice nor the TREC contract forms require a seller to remedy conditions revealed by an inspection. The decision 
to correct a hazard or any deficiency identified in an inspection report is left to the parties to the contract for the sale or purchase 
of the home.
INFORMATION INCLUDED UNDER "ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PROVIDED BY INSPECTOR", OR 
PROVIDED AS AN ATTACHMENT WITH THE STANDARD FORM, IS NOT REQUIRED BY THE COMMISSION 
AND MAY CONTAIN CONTRACTUAL TERMS BETWEEN THE INSPECTOR AND YOU, AS THE CLIENT. THE 
COMMISSION DOES NOT REGULATE CONTRACTUAL TERMS BETWEEN PARTIES. IF YOU DO NOT 
UNDERSTAND THE EFFECT OF ANY CONTRACTUAL TERM CONTAINED IN THIS SECTION OR ANY 
ATTACHMENTS, CONSULT AN ATTORNEY.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PROVIDED BY INSPECTOR
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THIS   REPORT   IS   PAID   AND   PREPARED   FOR   THE   EXCLUSIVE   USE   BY Joe the Client. 
THIS COPYRIGHTED REPORT IS NOT VALID WITHOUT THE SIGNED INSPECTION  
AGREEMENT. THIS REPORT IS NOT TRANSFERABLE FROM CLIENT NAMED ABOVE.

SCOPE OF INSPECTION
These standards of practice define the minimum levels of inspection required for substantially completed residential 
improvements to real property up to four dwelling units. A real estate inspection is a non-technically exhaustive, 
limited visual survey and basic performance evaluation of the systems and components of a building using normal 
controls and does not require the use of specialized equipment or procedures. The purpose of the inspection is to 
provide the client with information regarding the general condition of the residence at the time of inspection. The 
inspector may provide a higher level of inspection performance than required by these standards of practice and may 
inspect components and systems in addition to those described by the standards of practice.

GENERAL LIMITATIONS
The inspector is not required to:
(A) inspect:
(i) items other than those listed within these standards of practice;
(ii) elevators;
(iii) detached buildings, decks, docks, fences, or waterfront structures or equipment;
(iv) anything buried, hidden, latent, or concealed;
(v) sub-surface drainage systems;
(vi) automated or programmable control systems, automatic shut-off, photoelectric sensors, timers, clocks, metering
devices, signal lights, lightning arrestor system, remote controls, security or data distribution systems, solar panels,
outdoor kitchens, gas grills (built-in or free standing), refrigerators (built-in or free standing), wine coolers, ice
makers or smart home automation components; or
(vii) concrete flatwork such as; driveways, sidewalks, walkways, paving stones or patios;
(B) report:
(i) past repairs that appear to be effective and workmanlike except as specifically required by these standards;
(ii) cosmetic or aesthetic conditions; or
(iii) wear and tear from ordinary use;
(C) determine:
(i) insurability, warrantability, suitability, adequacy, compatibility, capacity, reliability, marketability, operating 
costs, recalls, counterfeit products, product lawsuits, life expectancy, age, energy efficiency, vapor barriers, 
thermostatic performance, compliance with any code, listing, testing or protocol authority, utility sources, or 
manufacturer or regulatory requirements except as specifically required by these standards;
(ii) the presence or absence of pests, termites, or other wood-destroying insects or organisms;
(iii) the presence, absence, or risk of asbestos, lead-based paint, MOLD, mildew, corrosive or contaminated drywall 
"Chinese Drywall" or any other environmental hazard, environmental pathogen, carcinogen, toxin, mycotoxin, 
pollutant, fungal presence or activity, or poison;
(iv) types of wood or preservative treatment and fastener compatibility; or
(v) the cause or source of a conditions;
(D) anticipate future events or conditions, including but not limited to:
(i) decay, deterioration, or damage that may occur after the inspection;
(ii) deficiencies from abuse, misuse or lack of use;
(iii) changes in performance of any component or system due to changes in use or occupancy;
(iv) the consequences of the inspection or its effects on current or future buyers and sellers;
(v) common household accidents, personal injury, or death;
(vi) the presence of water penetrations; or
(vii) future performance of any item;
(E) operate shut-off, safety, stop, pressure or pressure-regulating valves or items requiring the use of codes, keys, 
combinations, or similar devices;
(F) designate conditions as safe;
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(G) recommend or provide engineering, architectural, appraisal, mitigation, physical surveying, realty, or other 
specialist services;
(H) review historical records, installation instructions, repair plans, cost estimates, disclosure documents, or other 
reports;
(I) verify sizing, efficiency, or adequacy of the ground surface drainage system;
(J) verify sizing, efficiency, or adequacy of the gutter and downspout system;
(K) operate recirculation or sump pumps;
(L) remedy conditions preventing inspection of any item;
(M) apply open flame or light a pilot to operate any appliance;
(N) turn on decommissioned equipment, systems or utility services; or
(O) provide repair cost estimates, recommendations, or re-inspection services.

THE CLIENT, BY ACCEPTING THIS PROPERTY INSPECTION REPORT OR RELYING UPON IT IN 
ANY WAY, EXPRESSLY AGREES TO THE SCOPE OF INSPECTION AND GENERAL LIMITATIONS 
INCLUDED IN THIS INSPECTION REPORT.

This inspection report is made for the sole purpose of assisting the purchaser to determine his and/or her own opinion 
of feasibility of purchasing the inspected property and does not warrant or guarantee all defects to be found. If you 
have any questions or are unclear regarding our findings, please call our office prior to the expiration of any time 
limitations such as option periods.

This report contains technical information. If you were not present during this inspection, please call or contact your 
inspector to arrange for a consultation with your inspector. If you choose not to consult with the inspector, this 
inspection company cannot be held liable for your understanding or misunderstanding of the reports content.

The contents of this report are for the sole use of the client named above and no other person or party may rely on 
this report for any reason or purpose whatsoever without the prior written consent of the inspector who authored the 
report. Any person or party who chooses to rely on this report for any reason or purpose whatsoever without the 
express written consent of the inspector does so at their own risk and by doing so without the prior written consent of 
the inspector waives any claim of error or deficiency in this report.

This report is not intended to be used for determining insurability or warrantability of the structure and may 
not conform to the Texas Department of Insurance guidelines for property insurability. This report is not to 
be used by or for any property and/or home warranty company.

The digital pictures within this report are a representative sample of inaccessible areas, deficiencies or damages in 
place and should not be considered to show all of the inaccessible areas, deficiencies or damages observed. There 
will be inaccessible areas, deficiencies or damages not represented with digital imaging.

Conditions at Time of Inspection
This Inspection started at approximately 3:00 PM and ended at approximately 7:00 PM.

This was a new-build home that had not been previously lived in.

For purposes of identification and reporting, the front of this building faces southwest.

The weather was sunny at time of inspection.

The weather was windy at time of inspection.

The temperature at beginning of inspection was approximately 80 degrees Fahrenheit.
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At time of inspection, water, electricity and/or gas were turned on.

Nobody showed up to lock the structure at 6:00 as the sales representative said. Inspector left the site at 7:00 and 
locked the structure before leaving.
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I.  STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS

	A.  Foundations
Type of Foundation(s): Slab-on-Ground
Comments:

Opinion Of Foundation
Foundation is Performing Adequately 
Per requirements of the Texas Real Estate Commission (TREC), your inspector is required to 
give you their non-biased opinion on the performance of this foundation. In this inspector's 
opinion, based on this inspector's personal experience, the foundation appears to be providing 
adequate support to the structure at time of inspection.

Satisfactory
No deficiencies defined by TREC Standards of Practice were observed within this section at 
time of inspection.

Client Notes
The cosmetic parge coat applied to the exterior of the foundation was scratched or damaged in 
some areas.

Cement/mortar splatter was observed on the driveway/garage area. This may need to be 
pressure-washed off.
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The parge coat was patched to cover exposed vapor barrier on the exterior. This area may 
deteriorated/crack faster than the rest.

NOTICE
This inspection is one of first impression and the inspector was not provided with any 
historical information pertaining to the structural integrity of the inspected real property. This 
is a limited cursory and visual survey of the accessible general conditions and circumstances 
present at the time of this inspection. The inspector's opinion is based on visual observations 
of accessible and unobstructed areas of the structure at the time of the inspection. The future 
performance of the structure cannot be predicted or warranted. Opinions are based on 
general observations made without the use of specialized tools or procedures. Therefore, the 
opinions expressed are one of apparent conditions and not of absolute fact and are only good 
for the date and time of this inspection.

The inspection of the foundation may show it to be providing adequate support for the 
structure or having movement typical to this region, at the time of the inspection. This does 
not guarantee the future life or failure of the foundation. Your Inspector is not a professional 
engineer. This inspection is not an engineering report or evaluation and should not be 
considered one, either expressed or implied. If you desire further evaluation of the foundation, 
you are recommended to hire a licensed professional engineer to perform a foundation 
evaluation prior to the expiration of any time limitations such as option periods.
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	B.  Grading and Drainage
Comments:
Grading
Inspector observed soil on the exterior of the structure that was too high or too close to the 
exterior wall-cladding or siding in one or more areas. Under current building standards and 
some wall-cladding manufacturer's installation requirements, there should be at least 
4-inches of foundation visible below brick/masonry wall-cladding and 6-inches of 
foundation visible below other types of wall-cladding (such as fiber-cement board, wood, 
and vinyl wall-cladding). This is also a conducive condition for wood-destroying insects and 
should be corrected.

Client Notes
Trash and debris was observed around the front and back yard to be cleaned up.

	C.  Roof Covering Materials
Types of Roof Covering: Asphalt Composition Shingles
Viewed From: Drone Camera, Inspector walked on the first-story roof
Comments:
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Limitations
Limitations of a Drone-Camera Roof Inspection
Inspector notes that inspecting the roof from the roof level is not required if the inspector: (a) 
cannot safely reach or stay on the roof; or (b) could damage the roof covering by walking on 
the roof, and that the inspector is not required to carry a ladder capable of reaching beyond a 
first-story roof. In an effort to provide you more information about a roof surface that might 
otherwise go unobserved or uninspected, your inspector has used an aerial drone-mounted 
camera to observe some or all of the roof surfaces. Drone-cameras do not provide the same 
level of observation and perception of the roof surface as walking on the roof would. Some 
damage, deterioration, deflection or other deficiencies with the roof surface or roof structure 
may not be visible or observable from the vantage point of the drone. Conditions such as wind 
or rain and obstructions such as trees, branches or power lines may interfere with or limit the 
drone camera inspection. If these limitations are unacceptable to you or if you desire further 
evaluation of the roof surface, you are strongly recommended to hire a qualified roofing 
professional to inspect and further evaluate the roof covering materials and surface before the 
expiration of any time-limitations such as option periods.

Roof Covering
Inspector observed the presence of leaves, branches, or other debris on the roof. Inspector 
recommends removal of all debris on the roof surface, and regular maintenance/removal of 
accumulated debris on the roof surface.

Some of the asphalt composition shingles on the roof surface appeared to be damaged or 
deteriorated.
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Asphalt Shingles
A nail was stuck between shingles in the backyard that should be removed.

Photographs
Photographs of the roof surface:

Backyard
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NOTICE
Determining remaining life expectancy of roof covering materials is outside the scope of this 
inspection and not covered by this report. If any concerns exist about the roof covering life 
expectancy or potential for future problems, a qualified and properly certified roofing 
contractor should be consulted. The Inspector cannot offer an opinion or warranty as to 
whether the roof has leaked in the past, leaks now, or may be subject to future leaks, either 
expressed or implied. Inspector notes that water penetration may occur at any time, and it is 
not possible to state that any roof is water tight or leak free. 

This inspection does not determine the insurability of the roof. You are strongly encouraged to 
have your Insurance Company physically inspect the roof, prior to the expiration of any time 
limitations such as option or warranty periods, to fully evaluate the insurability of the roof. 
Inspector recommends further evaluation from qualified and properly certified roofing 
contractor for any deficiencies observed, and recommends the hiring of a qualified and 
properly certified roofing contractor for any roof-related work.

	D.  Roof Structures and Attics
Viewed From: Attic entrance, Platformed areas only
Approximate Average Depth of Insulation: 12-inches
Attic Access Location: Upstairs Hall (with HVAC equipment), Guest Bedroom (viewed from 
entrance)
Insulation Type: Loose-Filled, Fiberglass
Description of Roof Structure: Truss Assembly
Attic Ventilation: Roof-surface vents, Soffit vents
Attic Accessibility: Limited
Comments:
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Limitations
Obstructions to the Attic Inspection
Some areas, systems and components of the roof structures and attics inspection are not 
accessible for visual observation, due to the design of the attic(s), the inspector's concerns of 
safety or potential property damage, and/or other obstructions. The roof structure and attic 
inspection was limited by obstructions including but not limited to the following: radiant 
barrier/foil obstructing visibility of roof decking, insulation covered some structural 
components in the attic, deep loose-filled insulation obscured visibility of joists/trusses and 
made movement difficult, the roof structure framing, ductwork, vents, low headroom 
clearances and air-conditioning equipment.

Roof Trusses
Inspector observed absent, damaged or detached truss bracing blocks in the attic. These blocks 
should reinstalled or corrected as necessary by qualified carpenter.

Attic Ventilation
Inspector observed what appeared to be loose-fill insulation blocking some of the soffit 
ventilation ports. Inspector recommends removal of this insulation from the vents and 
installation of soffit ventilation baffles where necessary to prevent this from happening again.

Guest bedroom attic
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Attic Entrance
A section of the fascia board was absent at time of inspection. This condition should be 
further evaluated and corrected as necessary by a qualified roofing professional.

Photographs
Photographs of the attic and roof structures:

front porch roof
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	E.  Walls (Interior and Exterior)
Description of Exterior Wall-Cladding: Cement Board
Comments:

Interior Walls
Cracked, deteriorated and/or absent shower enclosure grout or caulking should be repaired or 
replaced as necessary. This can allow water penetration into the wall, floor or surrounding 
materials. This condition may extend into the floors of the shower enclosure, and is part of 
ongoing maintenance of a home.
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Exterior Walls
Unpainted cement board as well as uninstalled cement board was observed on the roof surface 
in the back yard. Some of the roof-wall flashing was observed to be exposed to possible water 
intrusion. This area needs to be further evaluated and corrected as necessary by qualified 
roofing professionals and/ carpenters.

Fiber-Cement
Inspector observed sections of the exterior cement-board wall-cladding that were 2-inches or 
less from the surface of the roof covering material. By building-code and manufacturer's 
installation instructions (for HardiePlank siding), there should be at least 2-inches of space 
between the roof covering materials and the cement-board wall-cladding, to reduce 
deterioration and moisture penetration of the cement-board.
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Some cement-board siding pieces were loose or unsecure from the exterior walls at one or 
more locations.

Wall Framing
The pony wall adjacent to the upstairs staircase was somewhat wobbly.

Client Notes
Touch-up painting required on interior walls.

Master toilet
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Holes or voids in the drywall were observed at some areas of the interior walls.

Exterior paint touch up is required on the exterior walls, soffit or fascia.

Interior of cabinets require cleaning.

powder bath

powder bath
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	F.  Ceiling and Floors
Comments:
Ceiling
Inspector observed evidence of water penetration and/or water damage or what appeared to be 
water penetration and/or water damage, to include but not limited to suspicious discoloration 
or staining, at one or more areas of the interior ceiling. There was no attic access to observe 
the attic in this area. Because inspector could not determine the age of this water 
penetration/damage or if the cause of the stains/damage had been adequately corrected, 
inspector recommends further evaluation from qualified roofing professional.

Garage
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Client Notes
Inspector observed cosmetic carpet stains/markings at one or more areas.

Some of the flooring will required scrubbing/deep cleaning to remove paint stains or 
markings.

Master toilet
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Shower floor needs cleaning.

The garage was filled with building materials and the floor requires cleaning.

	G.  Doors (Interior and Exterior)
Comments:
Satisfactory
No deficiencies defined by TREC Standards of Practice were observed within this section at 
time of inspection.

Client Notes
The top of some of the doors were rough and should be sanded and touched-up. This occurs 
when painters place the doors directly on a drop cloth to spray-paint the doors without 
elevating the doors off of the drop cloth, causing the cloth to stick/bind to the doors and 
creating a rough surface when removed.
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	H.  Windows
Comments:
Windows
Inspector observed the absence of required (typically metal) flashing over one or more 
window frames/casings. Flashings are required to be installed over horizontal surfaces such as 
window and door casing/trim so that water does not get behind the casing/trim. This a 
building code requirement and a manufacturer's requirement for cement-board siding. Some 
manufacturer's may require a flashing directly installed above the window frame as well.

Client Notes
Paint cleanup is required on some exterior windows, such as from paint over-spray.

	I.  Stairways (Interior and Exterior)
Comments:
Satisfactory
No deficiencies defined by TREC Standards of Practice were observed within this section at 
time of inspection.

	J.  Fireplaces and Chimneys
Comments:
Not Inspected & Not Present

	K.  Porches, Balconies, Decks, and Carports
Comments:
Satisfactory
No deficiencies defined by TREC Standards of Practice were observed within this section at 
time of inspection.
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Client Notes
Paint touch up required on porch posts.

	L.  Other
Comments:
Walkway
The amount of soil around some of the walkways was inadequate. Adequate soil present 
underneath and around cement flatwork is important to provide support to the flatwork. 
Otherwise, the flatwork will likely shift and crack over time. Inspector recommends 
re-grading of the area and/or further evaluation from qualified landscape professional to 
ensure adequate soil underneath and around the concrete flatwork of the property.

Fence
Inspector recommends painting or sealing exterior fencing to reduce deterioration from sun 
and rain.
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Inspector observed some of the wood fences made direct contact with the home at some areas. 
Wood fences in direct contact with the home are not a structural deficiency, but a conducive 
condition for wood-destroying insects, and inspector recommends correction of fencing so 
that it is not in contact with the home (even a small gap is acceptable).
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II.  ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

	A.  Service Entrance and Panels
Main Cabinet Manufacturer: Square D
Main Cabinet Rating and/or Disconnect Rating: 200 amps
Subpanel Location(s): Laundry Room
Comments:

Main Wiring
No service entrance/conductor barriers (often yellow caps) were observed to be installed on 
the main electrical cabinet's service conductors as required by current electrical-code.

The service entrance conductors were installed in such a fashion that they were preventing the 
dead-front panel from attaching correctly to the electrical cabinet or bowing the dead-front 
panel out. This condition should be corrected by a licensed electrician.
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Photographs
Photographs of electrical system components:

	B.  Branch Circuits, Connected Devices, and Fixtures
Type of Wiring: Copper Wiring
Comments:
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GFCI
Some of the electrical receptacles in the kitchen area were de-energized at time of inspection 
and inspector could not determine how to re-energize them. Inspector could not identify the 
GFCI device that supplied these fixtures. This includes the two receptacles near the stove and 
another receptacle near the island on the wall. One of the receptacles briefly lit up the 
receptacle tester when the tester was inserted, suggesting possible loose wiring. Inspector 
recommends further evaluation and correction as necessary by licensed electrician.

Client Notes
The diffusers or cover plate of one or more light fixtures were absent at time of inspection.

Photographs
Photographs of electrical components:

This receptacle lit up briefly

Guest bedroom closet
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III.  HEATING, VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING 
SYSTEMS

	A.  Heating Equipment
Type of Systems: Forced Air Unit - Gas Furnace
Energy Sources: Natural Gas
Location: Attic
Manufacturer: Carrier
Comments:

Limitations
The heat exchangers for the furnace(s) are not readily accessible and were not visually 
observed or inspected during this limited inspection.

Satisfactory
No deficiencies defined by the TREC Standards of Practice were observed within this section 
at time of inspection.

Fresh Air Ventilator
A fresh-air ventilator (FAV) and/or FAV controller was observed near the air-conditioning 
equipment. Fresh-air ventilators are devices that bring outside air into the home at set 
intervals, usually operating at a variable number of minutes per hour. The purpose of fresh-air 
intake is because modern buildings are designed to be very air-tight for energy efficiency 
purposes, and that can lead to a "stuffy" house due to the only fresh air entering the home 
from open doors/windows. FAVs are required to be installed in a home by current building 
codes but there is no objective amount of time they should be set to run. These devices usually 
have filters installed near the intake fan and these filters will need to be cleaned/replaced 
periodically.

Performance
The equipment responded to operating controls at the thermostat when placed in the heating 
mode. Warm air was observed discharging from all supply air registers during operation.
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Photographs
Photographs of the heating system:
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	B.  Cooling Equipment
Type of Systems: Central Split System
Today's Temperature Differential (Delta-T): Approximately 22 degrees
Manufacturer: Carrier
System Age: Manufactured in 2020, according to sticker on equipment
System Size: 3 Tons (36,000 BTU) according to the sticker on the condenser
Refrigerant: R410A according to sticker on equipment
Comments:

Limitations
One or more of the cooling system's evaporator coils were not readily accessible at time of 
inspection and were not visually inspected.

Condensing Unit
Inspector observed that the exterior air-conditioning condenser unit appeared out of level at 
time of inspection. Out-of-level condensers may contribute to inadequate lubrication of the 
compressor inside the condenser and decrease the service life of the compressor. Inspector 
recommends correction by licensed HVAC professional.

Condensate Drains
Inspector recommends capping or putting a piece of tape over the first opening (vent) on the 
condensate drain closest to the cabinet to prevent conditioned air escaping into the 
surroundings. Inspector notes that the second opening (vent), installed further down the line 
after the "p-trap" should remain uncapped for proper drain operation. Make sure both holes 
are accessible for cleaning if need be.

Refrigerant Lines
One or more insulated refrigerant lines on the exterior of the structure were not wrapped in 
UV-resistant tape to reduce deterioration of refrigerant line insulation, an IECC (energy) 
code-requirement.
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Performance
Inspector observed a deficient condition defined by the Texas Real Estate Commission 
(TREC) as "inadequate cooling as demonstrated by performance" of one or more of the 
cooling systems. The normal acceptable range according to TREC is considered 
approximately between 15 to 20 degrees° F total difference (Delta-T) measured between the 
return air and supply air within close proximity of the related coils of the system being 
evaluated. Although some HVAC professionals may follow a more broad range of acceptable 
temperature differentials (commonly cited ranges include 14-22 degrees° F), temperature 
differentials that fall outside of the 15 to 20 degrees F are required to be marked deficient as 
company policy (in accordance with guidelines set by TREC). Conditions such as but not 
limited to excessive humidity, high or low outdoor temperatures or restricted airflow may 
indicate abnormal operation even through the equipment is functioning basically as designed, 
determining the exact cause of this inadequate performance is outside the scope of this 
inspection.

Client Notes
The condensate drain or its escutcheon appeared to be sagging.

Photographs
Photographs of the cooling system:
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	C.  Duct Systems, Chases, and Vents
Comments:
Satisfactory
No deficiencies defined by TREC Standards of Practice were observed within this section at 
time of inspection.
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IV.  PLUMBING SYSTEM

	A.  Plumbing Supply, Distribution Systems and Fixtures
Location of Water Meter: Front Yard, Near Sidewalk
Location of Main Water Supply Valve: At or Next to Water Meter
Static Water Pressure Reading: 55-60 psi
Pressure Regulator Valve: Present
Comments:

Meter & Shutoff
The water meter enclosure, water shutoff valve enclosure and/or the pressure-regulator 
enclosures (if present) were filled with dirt, leaves or other debris at time of inspection. 
Inspector recommends removing excess dirt, leaves or debris for easy access to the items 
contained in the enclosures.

Photographs
Photographs of the main water supply system:
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Photographs of various water fixtures in operation:
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NOTICE
The Inspector has attempted to discover and report conditions requiring further evaluation or 
repair. However; determining the condition of any component that is not visible and/or 
accessible, such as plumbing components that are buried, beneath the foundation, located 
within construction voids or otherwise concealed, and reporting any deficiency that does not 
appear or become evident during our limited cursory and visual survey is outside the scope of 
this inspection. The inspector will not be able to anticipate future events, conditions or 
changes in performance of any component or system due to changes in use or occupancy. 
The inspector makes no guarantee or warranty, express or implied, as to future 
performance of any item, system or component.

	B.  Drains, Wastes, and Vents
Comments:
Drain Flow
Inspector operated at least 6 faucets, showers, or baths simultaneously, at an approximate flow 
rate of 1 gallon per minute (GPM) or more, for approximately 30 minutes, running 
approximately 180 gallons or more of water through the main drain system during the course 
of the inspection.

Sink Drains
Inspector observed one or more pop-up drains that were not stopping water from draining or 
were otherwise inoperative at time of inspection. This condition prevents the testing of the 
water-column of these drains (filling up the bowl with water and then releasing the drain-stop 
to test the drain).

Photographs
Pictures of the drain system and cleanouts

Master bath Guest bath
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NOTICE
Reporting the condition of drains, wastes and vent piping that is not completely visible and/or 
accessible or; reporting any defect or deficiency that requires extended use of the system to 
develop or does not become evident during our limited cursory and visual survey is outside 
the scope of the inspection. This is a limited cursory and visual survey of the accessible 
general conditions and circumstances present at the time of this inspection. Opinions are 
based on general observations made without the use of specialized tools or procedures. 
Therefore, the opinions expressed are one of apparent conditions and not of absolute fact and 
are only good for  the date and time of this inspection. The inspector will not be able to 
anticipate future events, conditions or changes in performance of  any component or system 
due to changes in use or occupancy. The inspector makes no guarantee or warranty, 
express or implied, as to future performance of any item, system or component.

	C.  Water Heating Equipment
Energy Sources: Natural Gas
Capacity: 40 gallons
Location: Garage
Manufacturer: State
Age: Manufactured in 2020 according to sticker on equipment
Comments:

Venting
Inspector observed an inadequate number of sheet metal screws (minimum 3 per connection) 
to connect the draft-hood of the water heater to the flue vent.

Inspector observed an inadequate number of sheet metal screws (minimum 3 per connection) 
to connect a single-walled "A" vent to a double-walled "B" vent.
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Inspector observed an inadequate number of sheet metal screws (minimum 3 per connection) 
to connect sections of single-walled "type-A" vent to sections of other "type-A" vent and/or 
the draft hood.

Photographs
Photographs of the water heater(s):
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	D.  Hydro-Massage Therapy Equipment
Comments:
Not Inspected & Not Present

	E. Gas Distribution System
Comments:
Gas Supply Lines
Inspector observed rust on the exterior gas supply lines and recommends painting those lines 
to reduce further rusting.

Photographs
Photographs of the gas distribution system:
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NOTICE
The Inspector will use a combustible gas leak detector on accessible gas lines, joints, unions 
and connectors (unless otherwise noted) and report visible deficiencies found at the time and 
date of the inspection. The inspector inspects the gas lines from the point they enter the 
structure and will complete the inspection without digging, damaging property, permanent 
construction or building finish. When performing the inspection, the inspector will keep in 
consideration the age of the system and normal wear and tear from ordinary use when 
rendering opinions.

The inspector is not required to and will not inspect sacrificial anode bonding or for its 
existence. The Inspector is not licensed to and will not perform a pressure test on the gas line 
system. The Inspector cannot detect gas leaks below the finished grade (underground), 
construction voids, between the walls or behind fireplace hearths. Piping in crawlspaces may 
not be accessible. Propane tanks will not be inspected. If any further concerns exist about 
possible gas line failure and/or deficiencies or code compliance, we recommend the buyer 
have the gas system further evaluated by the local controlling gas supplier and/or a qualified 
licensed master plumber prior to the expiration of any time limitations such as option or 
warranty periods.
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V.  APPLIANCES

	A.  Dishwashers
Manufacturer: Amana
Comments:

Satisfactory
At time of inspection, this component appears to be performing adequately and achieved a 
function or operation relative to accepted industry standards with consideration of age, normal 
wear and tear from ordinary use.

Photographs
Photographs of the dishwasher:

	B.  Food Waste Disposers
Comments:
Satisfactory
At time of inspection, this component appears to be performing adequately and achieved a 
function or operation relative to accepted industry standards with consideration of age, normal 
wear and tear from ordinary use.
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Photographs
Photographs of the food waste disposer:

	C.  Range Hood Exhaust Systems
Type of Ventilation: Recirculating
Comments:

Satisfactory
At time of inspection, this component appears to be performing adequately and achieved a 
function or operation relative to accepted industry standards with consideration of age, normal 
wear and tear from ordinary use.

Client Notes
The range hood exhaust system in place is ductless and does not terminate to the exterior of 
the building. Instead, it recirculates the air in its vicinity and is dependent on a filter system 
installed to help remove oils from the air. Inspector recommends regularly cleaning your filter 
system and replacing the filters as necessary to prevent damage to the exhaust system.

Photographs
Photographs of the range hood exhaust system:
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	D.  Ranges, Cooktops, and Ovens
Oven Manufacturer: Amana
Oven Energy Source: Natural Gas
Stove/Cooktop Manufacturer: Amana
Stove/Cooktop Energy Source: Natural Gas
Comments:

Satisfactory
At time of inspection, this component appears to be performing adequately and achieved a 
function or operation relative to accepted industry standards with consideration of age, normal 
wear and tear from ordinary use.

Photographs:
Photographs of the range, cooktop, and/or oven:

	E.  Microwave Ovens
Manufacturer: Not Inspected & Not Present
Comments:

	F.  Mechanical Exhaust Vents and Bathroom Heaters
Comments:
Satisfactory
At time of inspection, this component appears to be performing adequately and achieved a 
function or operation relative to accepted industry standards with consideration of age, normal 
wear and tear from ordinary use.

	G.  Garage Door Operators
Manufacturer: Not Inspected & Not Present
Comments:

	H.  Dryer Exhaust Systems
Comments:
Satisfactory
At time of inspection, this component appears to be performing adequately and achieved a 
function or operation relative to accepted industry standards with consideration of age and 
normal wear-and-tear from ordinary use.
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Photographs
Photographs of the dryer exhaust system:
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VI.  OPTIONAL SYSTEMS

	A. Landscape Irrigation (Sprinkler) Systems
Number of Zones Wired: 5
Backflow Prevention: Present
Rain Sensor: Present
Comments:

Zone 3
One or more sprinklers in Zone 3 appeared to spray a porch post.

Photographs
Photographs of the Sprinkler System
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